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ROBERT “BOB” HOLLIS AND THE FIRST SATURATION DIVE ON THE “ANDREA DORIA”

Robert “Bob” Hollis was part of a pioneering project to secure an underwater
habitat on the side of the wreck of the “Andrea Doria” and to go into saturation with
the aim of cutting into the wreck and salvaging the first-class purser’s safe,
which was rumored to be filled with money, jewelry and other valuables. No other
divers had successfully penetrated the wreck’s hostile interior.
The night was dark as outer space and the divers faced an
uncertain descent into unknown waters. During the day,
they had been surprised at the number of sharks attracted by
their preliminary work in launching the small steel habitat
called “Mother.” Not much bigger than a small decompression chamber, it was to be tied into the wreck’s port side at
about 170 feet deep. The expedition was fraught with hazards and unexpected contingencies. Hollis wondered quietly
what the hell he was doing fighting for his life underwater,
tossing more money than he could afford into something
everyone said was impossible. “Why didn’t I just stay back in
the damned office?” he ruminated to himself. And then he
jumped into the black water to begin his descent.
The legendary Italian cruise ship Andrea Doria was
launched on June 16, 1951, and quickly became a symbol of
pride for Italy as the largest and most luxurious vessel of its
kind in the post-World War II era. At 701 feet (213 meters)
in length and nearly 30,000 tons, she was a masterpiece of
engineering and style carrying over 1,200 passengers in
comfort and elegance. She enjoyed a brief but successful life
of trans-Atlantic service after being put into service for her
maiden voyage on January 14, 1953. But barely three and
half years later disaster struck: On the night of Wednesday
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July 25, 1956, while inbound from Genoa to New York City,
she entered the narrow straights of Massachusetts near Nantucket Island in heavy fog and collided with the Swedish
cruise liner Stockholm on an outward bound course. The
sharp impact to the Doria’s starboard side caused fractures
to the hull and seawater began pouring in. The ship immediately began a sharp list and began to heel over dangerously.
This rendered half of her lifeboats unusable, and the captain
and crew took emergency procedures to muster the passengers to safe areas while getting alerts out to other vessels.
Luckily, proximity to shore and the fast response of rescue
craft allowed 1,660 of those aboard to survive. Only 46 lives
were lost. The ship remained afloat for over 11 hours, but all
efforts were expended on evacuation of human lives. The
next morning the ship plunged to a depth of nearly 230 feet
with cargo, ship’s safes, and passengers’ personal items sinking along with her. She came to rest on her starboard side
and was considered to be beyond salvage.
The day after she sank American diver Peter Gimbel, who
would go on to fame with the great white shark documentary Blue Water, White Death, dove briefly on the wreck and
took some photographs that were published to wide acclaim
in Life magazine the same week.
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“We’re at 170 feet in the dark, lost on the wreck
of the ‘Andrea Doria’… I thought, ‘Damn, we’re in trouble.’ ”

BOB HOLLIS
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THE END. “As we circled, I could see the
stack gradually sink below the surface.
As the air from the cabins rose to the
surface, the water foamed. Debris and empty lifeboats were scattered everywhere.
In nine minutes, it was all over.” Harry Trask,
the airsick news photographer, took
16 pictures. One shows the Andrea Doria,
propeller aloft, just before she sinks to her
final resting place in 70 meters of water.
The Andrea Doria enters New York harbor in
1955 prior to her sinking in 1956.

But after that initial dive, conditions were considered to
be so dangerous due to currents, depths, cold water, and
poor visibility that the wreck remained largely undived for
the next 17 years.
Bob Hollis had already made a name for himself as both
an innovative diving manufacturer and photographer with
an established interest in exploration in exotic diving areas.
In the spring of 1973 he got a phone call that intrigued him.
“Some friends of mine, Don Rodocker and Chris DeLucchi,
ex-Navy divers, wanted to make a try to salvage the
first-class purser’s safe and other valuables aboard the
Andrea Doria. They wanted to design and build a portable
saturation complex, often called a habitat. The objective was
to tow it 50 miles northeast of New York to the wreck site
and anchor a support vessel to the Doria. Then lower the sat
chamber, secure it to the side of the wreck, swim down, and
live inside. From saturation, they could then make dives, use
cutting torches to create a hole in the port side, find the safe,
and remove it. They wanted me to invest in the deal, have the
contract for the film documentary, and help in the construction of the complex. I bit… hook, line and sinker.”
To say that the expedition was ambitious and with very
long odds of success was an understatement, but Hollis
stepped up with financing and became a part of the diving
team. The system was built in San Diego and transported
all the way across the US and loaded aboard the 65-foot
expedition vessel Narragansett. Upon arriving at the wreck
site and securing to the port side, they lowered the 10-ton
habitat into place with considerable difficulty.
They called it simply “Mother.” It was a pressure vessel
like a recompression chamber, 13 feet in length and five
feet in diameter. The inside of “Mother” was designed to

accommodate three saturation divers, a gas mixing panel
and canisters for removing the CO2 gas in their breathing
loop. A hatch on the bottom of the chamber provided an
entry and exit to the ocean. The hatch could be closed and
sealed during descents and ascents and sleeping periods.
On the morning of July 25, 1973, seven divers pulled
“Mother” alongside the topside buoy. Fighting a one-knot
current, they finally managed to get the down-wire cable
into the guide system. This was to be one of the most physically demanding dives ever made: seven divers on scuba gear
lowering 21,000 pounds of steel onto the side of the Andrea
Doria, 170 feet below. Hollis thought at the time, “I’m away
from my new business, in the North Atlantic, 43 degrees
water temperature, and we’re going to swim down an entire
saturation diving system and tie it off on the Doria. This has
to be one of the most hazardous dives ever attempted. About
then, I figured I was just a little bit nuts.”
But the team managed to get the habitat hooked in and
Rodocker and DeLucchi then took up residence at 170 feet
to begin work.
The breathing gas inside of “Mother” was a mixture of
92 percent helium and eight percent oxygen, varying with
depth. The chamber was contained in a large frame with
40 large storage cylinders of gas: 8,000 cubic feet of helium,
1,200 cubic feet of oxygen and 4,000 cubic feet of heliox.
Under the chamber were a cage for in-water storage of diving equipment and all tools necessary for the project. The
chamber and dive system were connected by an umbilical to
the master control van sitting on the deck of the Narragansett.
The umbilical provided hot water for heating the chamber
and for the divers’ hot water suits. It also had hoses for
breathing gases, communication, video links and other life
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support systems. The umbilical to the surface support ship
was the lifeline to “Mother” and the dive team in saturation.
Even though the team was very experienced and the project well planned, a series of unforeseen obstacles and near
fatal incidences arose as they began to cut into the wreck’s
hull to penetrate the interior.
One instance stands out vividly in Hollis’s memory,
even almost 40 years later. “Late afternoon July 26, 1973,
George Powell, the diving supervisor, told Jack McKenney
and me that we had a problem. ‘Mother’ had lost buoyancy
and had taken on water. Water had entered the canisters of
our Sofnolime, the chemical we were using to remove the
CO2 from our breathing system. We had two choices, take
new canisters down to ‘Mother’ or bring ‘Mother’ up. Well,
bringing that thing back up was a huge task… and could
have ended the expedition so we knew we had to get the
canisters down ourselves.
“We were exhausted from the non-stop diving work and
heavy exertion from the previous seven days. Jack and I had
already done a long dive that morning taking Chris and Don
down to the habitat and then we went forward to film the
Doria’s name on the bow plate. So we were pretty well done
in when this new crisis raised its head.”
The evening of July 26, McKenney and Hollis walked
down the ramp on the stern of the Narragansett. During daytime decompression stops, the divers had seen lots of blue
sharks swimming close, and this was a concern. The transfer
pot was supposed to weigh about four pounds in water but
instead weighed nearly 40 pounds and almost sunk the divers to the ocean bottom when it was passed over the side to
them. They desperately managed to grab on to the cable that
tied in to “Mother” and crashed down.

The phosphorescence was their only light for the first
hundred feet. Hollis recalls, “I yelled into my mouthpiece
for Jack to turn on the dive light. There was nothing to see
on this descent into blackness but the light gave me a small
degree of comfort. Our first contact was the large boat
davit. One rule for me when diving shipwrecks is to become
familiar with the area, memorize the location of everything. I want to minimize the chances of making a wrong
decision. I don’t like the unknown, especially at night. A
misstep here and one of us with the pot would fall into the
open area of the promenade and then into the opening of
the ship. A bad situation.”
They were only 50 feet from “Mother” when the habitat
gradually came into view. It was really eerie at night, giving
off a glow from the small outside lights and a humming
sound from the system. With narcosis coming on, Hollis felt
like he had entered another world. Fighting off the impairment, he used a tool to hit the entry hatch of “Mother” to let
Don and Chris know they were there and it opened up with a
hiss of escaping gas.
Hollis went to the main gas bank, opened two cylinders of
gas that were needed, and checked the pressure on the outside panel. A quick glance at his watch determined that they
were way beyond their planned bottom time. They needed to
get the transfer pot back across the promenade and begin
their ascent immediately. Time was critical: they were into
serious decompression at this point. Hollis looked at his
pressure gauge: 900 PSI left; McKenney had only 500 PSI.
Hollis related, “We’re at 170 feet in the dark… practically
out of air, and a long way up. I thought, ‘Damn‚ we’re in
trouble.’ We started our ascent pulling our way up the anchor
line. Our decompression regulators with 100 percent oxygen

MOTHERLY LOVE. “Mother” they called
their undersea home for the nest days.
Here (top right) seen on the support
vessel Narragansett.
Top middle: Bob preparing for a dive
and in discussion with Elga Anderson
and Peter Gimbel.
Top left: first-class purser’s safe
is winched aboard after over a quarter
century entombed in the wreck.
HOME SWEET HOME. Down: The diving
bell that could support divers alongside
the wreck.
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were waiting above us but it seemed like miles at this point.
Jack always ran low on air first and I was worried that he
wouldn’t make it. A moment later the worst happened: Jack
let go of the pot and started to go up the line by himself. I’m
frantically kicking with all the dead weight myself now and
reaching out to grab the line. I dropped more than 40 feet
before I locked my hand onto the anchor line. I was frantic
at this point.”
Hollis could see lights above him and pulled hard on the
line beginning to over-breathe the regulator as his air supply depleted. A hand from another diver reached out and
took the pot from him at the last moment. He let go and
began rocketing to the surface. Support divers were telling
him to get back to the decompression stop at 30 feet but he
was totally exhausted and surfaced to begin emergency
decompression in the deck chamber. An hour later after
being on oxygen at 60 feet, they came out clear and symptom-free. Hollis took a day off but was back diving in
24 hours. He went into saturation the following week with
Rodocker and DeLucchi and they cut the first entry hole in
the side of the Doria.
The experience of living in the tiny habitat tied to the
Doria at 170 feet for six days was surreal. The team made
lengthy excursions as far as their 250-foot umbilical would
allow them to travel. They worked around the clock cutting a
hole through the doors of the Doria at night: hundreds of
fish attracted by the light and blue sharks were swimming
through feeding on them during this operation.
The wreck’s interior proved to be filled with tangled
cables, collapsed ceilings and infrastructure, massive silt
accumulations that reduced visibility to near zero. Following
a couple of hazardous dives inside the first-class area they
made the decision that they did not have the resources to
finish the job. It was simply too dangerous to continue
beyond this point ,and the expedition was suspended.

Eight years later, in 1981, Hollis would return when Peter
Gimbel funded a return project on a larger scale. They
brought a larger habitat and secured to the wreck to work for
17 days in saturation. The inside of the ship was a junkyard,
most everything fell from the port side to the starboard side
piling 10–15 feet of junk in the area where the safe was
located. To remove all this debris and a lot of great artifacts
required disciplined hard work, including running an
underwater vacuum for long periods and then letting the silt
settle.
Hollis was filming when the visibility began to clear on
one dive. “I saw the knob of the safe. We just looked at one
another with disbelief! I’m not a skeptic usually, but there
were times that we thought we were not going to find this
damn safe. The following day we lowered the cutting torches
and cut it free.”
The safe was recovered to the surface and dramatically
opened during a live television broadcast. It yielded thousands of American silver certificates, Canadian bank notes,
American Express Travelers Cheques, and Italian cash currency. The expedition recovered its costs, made a profit, and
produced a film called Andrea Doria: The Final Chapter.
Hollis still holds the record for more time spent on
the wreck than any other diver in history. His company,
the diving gear manufacturer Oceanic, celebrated its
40th anniversary in 2012.
Seventeen divers have lost their lives attempting to salvage artifacts and conduct exploration on the Andrea Doria.
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BUBBLEMAKER. A diver with a full face
mask working on the wreck with a torch
flame. It was dark, cold and lonesome but
the treasure was calling nevertheless.

Text: Bret Gilliam
Photos: Bob Hollis (private), Ocean Media Inc.
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